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Humphreys [3] has suggested that a simplicial complex which is an 
analogue of the Brauer tree can be used profitably to understand rela- 
tionships between ordinary and modular representations for finite groups 
of Lie type. In several papers (e.g., [S, 61) he has given ad hoc construc- 
tions of the complex for certain groups of low rank and shown how to 
obtain information abvout decomposition numbers from the construction. 
It is the aim of this paper to show how this construction can be carried out 
in general. 
The Brauer complex comes from the alcove geometry associated with the 
group. Consider the set of hyperplanes in Euclidean space which are the 
reflecting hyperplanes for the reflections in the associated afftne Weyl 
group. The connected components of the set of points in the space not 
lying on any of these hyperplanes are open simplices called alcoves. By the 
Brauer complex we will mean the open simplical complex formed by these 
alcoves. We will show how to associate virtual characters, which are, up to 
sign, Deligne-Lusztig virtual characters, to the alcoves of the complex. We 
will also show how to associate with each special point (i.e., a point which 
is the intersection of the maximum possible number of intersecting hyper- 
planes), a set of weights. The relative position of alcoves to special points 
shows how the modular characters corresponding to the weights are 
related to the ordinary characters corresponding to the alcoves. Unlike 
Humphreys, we label all alcoves and all special points, not just those 
occurring in the lowest q-alcove. This is important for determining the 
decomposition numbers. We illustrate by determining the decomposition 
numbers for SL(3, 5) (in characteristic 5). 
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1, PRELIMINARIES AND NOTATION 
Let V be a finite dimensional real vector space with positive definite 
inner product ( , ). Let A be an indecomposable root system in V. Let 
a,, ..‘> CI, be a choice of simple roots and let cl0 be the highest short root of 
A. Denote the co-root to ct by c( “. Define positive integers nj for i= 1, . . . . I 
by a; = c,!=, n,c(y. Let J be the set of all i, i = 1, . . . . 1 such that n, = 1. 
Let p be a prime, and let q = p” be a fixed power of p. Let F, be a finite 
field with p elements. Let G be a semi-simple simply connected algebraic 
group of type A defined over K, where K is an algebraic closure of IF,,. 
Denote the Frobenius endomorphism by Fr. Let rt be an automorphism of 
the Dynkin diagram of A. Set F= Fr” 3 71 and denote the finite group of 
fixed points of F on G by c,. 
Let T be a split maximal torus defined over [F,. Let X= X(T) be the 
character group of T. Thus X is the weight lattice of G. Let Q denote the 
root lattice and let iv,, . . . . I, be the fundamental dominant weights 
corresponding to gl, . . . . z,. We will also set & to be the weight 0. Let 
X,=X@Randlet C,={;I~X~:06(~,a,“)~l, i=O ,..., I}. 
Let W= N,( T)/T be the Weyl group. Following Jantzen [7] we now 
describe how to associate to each pair (u’, I.), w E W, li E X, a character of 
r, which is up to sign a Deligne-Lusztig virtual character. For each w E W 
let nw E NG( T) be a representative of the coset WT. By the Lang-Steinberg 
theorem there is an element g,9E G such that g;: ‘F(g,,) =nw. Let 
T,. = g,. Tg;’ be the torus twisted by w. Every i E X induces a 
homomorphism from T,, n f, to K* by the rule T-r d(g;‘rg,.) and conse- 
quently one also from T,. n r, to C*. We can thus associate with every pair 
(w, ,I), u’ E W, i E X, a Deligne-Lusztig virtual character. Let R( w, I+) 
denote EKES, times this character so that the degree of R(w, ;I) is positive. 
As noted by Jantzen [7], it follows from the results of Deligne and 
Lusztig that we have the following criterion for equality of R(w, A) for 
different w and A: 
Let w, y E W, ;1, p E X. Then R( w, A) = R(y, p) if and only if there exists 
UE W, v~Xsuch that y=uwrcu-‘n ’ and p=uL+(q-uwnu~‘)v. 
For %EX let t(I) denote translation by 1. Let WU be the aftine Weyl 
group, that is, the semi-direct product of W with the group of translations 
by elements of Q. Let @’ be the semi-direct product of W with translations 
by elements of X. Let w0 be the longest element of Wand for i= 1, . . . . 1 let 
wi be the longest element of the Weyl group of the root system generated 
by {a; , . . . . a,“- 1, cc,“, , . . . . r; }, considered as a subgroup of W. 
For each i6.I~ (0) let y, = t(&) wiwO. We shall need the following result 
from Bourbaki [ 1, Chap. VI, Sect. 2.3, Proposition 61: 
The subgroup of @ which takes C, to itself is precisely { yi : i e Ju { 0) }. 
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2. DESCRIPTION OF THE BRAUER COMPLEX 
Let 1. E X and let C be an alcove, i.e., an image under W, of C,. We will 
say that C is of type z, z in W,, with respect o 1. if there exists LIE W such 
that c = UZC,, + A. We will show how to associate to each 2 E X and z E W, 
a labelling A’. We will also show how to associate to each alcove of type 
z with respect o I a virtual character R(y, A’). This actually gives infinitely 
many R(y, p) associated with a single alcove, but we will show that these 
are all equal. We will first do this so that the resulting characters are all in 
the principal block, and then show how to modify the construction so that 
we get characters in the block corresponding to E.,. 
Labelling of Vertices 
The vertices which are special points are the elements of X. For each 
iEJu {0}, let 
Yi, Y, IT = t(7Fq/Ii)(w,w,)=. 
Then 
yi,;, n = t( -n?qw&)(wgwi)n 
(in particular, yO, y, I is the identity map). 
Theset {I,+Q:~E:Ju{O}} f orms a set of coset representatives of Q in 
X. Suppose A is in the coset of Ai mod Q and that z = t(P) y E W,, where 
j3~Q and YEW. 
Let %‘=t(q71-‘/?) y”(yi,y,n))’ (n)=n-‘[ywoWin(n)+q(P-yW,~j)]. 
Labelling of Alcoves 
Let C be an alcove and suppose C = t(a) wCO, tl E Q, w E W. Let A E X, 
A E Ai (mod Q) and suppose C is of type z = t(P) y with respect o A, where 
/IEQ, YE W. Let 
y;=(yw()wiy w(wiw,y--‘) 
and label C by R(C) = R( y,, A’). 
We will now prove that this labelling of alcoves is consistent. We first 
determine the 2 for which a given alcove C is of type z with respect o 3,. 
LEMMA. Suppose z = t(b) y, /I E Q, y E W and let C be an alcove with 
C = t(E) w(C,), GL E Q, w E W. The set of ,I such that C is of type z with 
respect to EL is 
Proof. Suppose C is of type z with respect to I with C= vzC, + A, 
v E W. Then t(i) UZC, = t(cc) WC,, so wP’t(A - a) uz takes C, to itself. 
By the result in Bourbaki quoted above, wP1t(A- ~1) uz = yI for some 
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in Ju (0). Thus t(A - ~1) t(t$) uy = wt(&) wjwO = t(wn,) ww;w,,. Thus u = 
wwiwo y - 1 and 1-~++Vp=w&, giving E.=wAj-wwiwOyP1fl+c( as 
required. 
Conversely, if 1-= wli- WW,W,~~‘/?+CC then let u= wwiwO yP’. We have 
C=wC,+a 
= wyic, + a 
= uy C, + wii + a 
= uzc, + A. 
Thus C is of type z with respect o 1 as claimed. 1 
We now prove the consistency of our labellings. 
THEOREM. Suppose C is of type z with respect to 13. E ii + Q and of type 
z, with respect to ,u E %j + Q. Then R( y;‘, p”) = R( yf, A’). 
Proof: Suppose C= t(a) w(C,). Then C is of type 1 = identity of W,, 
with respect o a. We have a’ = CI and y; = w so a particular labelling of C 
is R( w, IX). It is then enough to show that R( yf, 2’) = R( w, a). 
By the previous lemma, 3. = ~1, - wwiwO y-‘/3 + LX, so A’= (~w,w~)~ 
(WA, - wwiw,, y-‘/3 + a) + qx-‘(8 - yw,Aj). Let u = ( YW~W,)~ and let v = 
n-‘(a--ywo;li). Then yf=vw~cu~‘n~‘. Also, ~“Z=~(~E.i--~71~~171-1a+a) 
+ qv = ua + (qv - uwm~‘~~‘j3) + uwAj. Now uwm-‘(n-‘yw,Ai) = 
uww,il, = uwlj. This gives j-Z = ua + qv - uwm ~ ‘(7~  ‘p - 7~  ‘yw,%,) = ua + 
(q - uw7cu+)v. 
By the criterion given above for equality of the R(w, i;) we see that 
R( w, a) = R( yf, 1’) as required. 1 
3. THE BRAUER COMPLEX OF THE km BLOCK 
The characters associated to the alcoves described above are all equal to 
R(w, a) for some w and a, so they are all in the principal block. We now 
show how to modify the construction so that we get characters corre- 
sponding to weights which are congruent to II, mod Q for any k E Ju (0). 
Of course, taking k = 0 gives the construction described above as a special 
case. 
Labeling of Vertices 
If ;1= &(mod Q) and z = t(b) y, let 
k~z=Y*Yk,y,71(Yi,~,*)~‘IZ+~71-1B 
=7l -‘[yw,w~~(L) + qyw,(l, - &) + qp]. 
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Labelling of Alcoves 
Let C be an alcove. C, is a fundamental domain for the coset f(Ak) W, 
in p/W,. Thus there are unique c( E Q, w E W such that C= t(a + jbk) WC,,. 
Suppose that I.EX, ZE W,, I.=&(modQ), z=t(P)y with ~EQ, JEW, 
and that C is of type z with respect o A. Let kyf = (yu~~w~)~ w(w~M’~ y ’ ), 
and label C by 
&(C) = R( k y:, JZ). 
We now need a more general description of the weights A for which a 
given alcove C is of type z with respect o %. 
LEMMA. Let C= t(cr+%,) wCO, tl~ Q, M!E W. Let z=r(/?)y, /IE Q, 
y E W. The set of I E X such that C is of type z with respect to jb can be 
describedas {a+E.,+ww,(~~~-~,)-~.w~w~y~‘~:i~Ju{0j}. 
Prooj First note that by the result in Bourbaki quoted above, the 
subgroup of @ taking C, to itself can also be described as {yiyk ’ : 
iE Ju (0)). Note that yiykl = t(wi(A,- ik)) w,wk. Now suppose that C is 
of type z with respect o A, with C = vzC, + i, u E W. 
Then t(a + Ak) WC, = t(vp + A) vyC, so w ‘t(A + II~ - x - j.k) vy takes C, 
to itself, and so is equal to y,l/;’ for some i in Ju {O}. Thus 
t(i,+vp-cc-j.,)vy=W”~;yk I 
= wtu.,(i, - &) WiWI, 
= tww,(~~i-&) WWjW~. 
We therefore have that u = WW,U’~ y-’ and I. = u + jtik + MJW~(A, - Ak) - vfl, 
as required. 
Conversely, suppose E,=a+ i,+ “wi(Ai-Ak)- wu’,wk y -‘fl, and let 
v= wwiwk y-l. We have 
C=wC,+a+A, 
= wy,y& + ci + /lk 
=wt(w,(~i-~~))Wiw~C()+a+A~ 
= wwiw,c, + ww,(li- ik) + a -t ik 
=uyC,+~+u~ 
= vzc, + A. 
Thus C is of type z with respect o A. 1 
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We now prove the consistency of our iabelling: 
THEOREM. Suppose C is of type z with respect o LEA, + Q and of type 
z1 with respect o ,u E A, $ Q. Then R(ky:, kiT’) = R(kyf’, k,u’l). 
Proof: Suppose C = t(cr + &) WC,,. Then C is of type t with respect to 
LX + 2,. Since a + ,ik = &(mod Q), we have Jr + Ak)’ = ~1+ 2, and &yA = ~7. 
Thus a particular labelling of C is R(C) = R(w, a + &). It is therefore 
enough to show that I’& ~5, ,A’) = R( M’, x + ,$). 
By the previous lemma, 2 = a + %, + H*u’~(~L, - n,) - IVW,IZ?~ y ‘fi for some 




Let u = (JJW~~W~)~ and let v = ~-I(~~~~(~~ -A,) + /3). Then 
ky, = uwxu - lx - 1. 
iJ.== a(a $1.k + wwi(%- %k) - wnu-‘n-‘fl)+ qv 
=u(cl+E,,)+qv-uw’7w ‘,-iB+,,,,i(~“i-;lk). 
Now 
kii= u(a “t- %,) f qv - UWAU -‘(x-‘/L n-‘yw,(i, -&)) 
=u(a-t&)+(q-UW7cU -‘)v. 
By the criterion for equality of the R(w, i-) we have Rfkyf, ,k’) = 
R(w, CL + ;Ik) as claimed. i 
4. APPLICATION 
We can use the labelling of alcoves which we have given to reformulate 
a theorem of Humphreys in a manner which gives some insight into the 
nature of the decomposition numbers. 
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Let St, denote the Steinberg character of r,. For 2 E X, let s(n) denote 
the sum over the W-conjugates iu of I, of eMl, where 6’ is a formal exponen- 
tial considered as a complex-valued class function on r,. 
THEOREM. For every kEJu {0}, ZE W,, IStab,(,J.Z)I .Stn.Qz)= 
C Rk(C), the sum being over all alcoves C which are of type z with respect 
to 1. 
Proof: By the result in Humphreys [4], IStab,(,~‘)l *St, .s(&‘) = 
c wt w R(w, &.‘). But as w runs through W, so does (yw, wi)’ w( wiwk y - I). 
Thus 
the sum over all C as described above. 1 
In [2, Lemma 21 a formula is given for the characters of certain 
projective indecomposable modules as linear combinations of characters 
of the form St,, as(i). A formula is given in [Z, 71 which shows how these 
characters are related to the principal indecomposable characters of 
r,. This together with the result just proved give information about the 
decomposition numbers of r,. 
5. AN EXAMPLE: SL(3,S) 
In this section we show how to use the Brauer complex to compute the 
characteristic 5 decomposition numbers of ,X(3,5). The same method can 
be used to compute the decomposition numbers for any SL(3, p) when p 
is prime and p E Z(mod 3). When p z l(mod 3) the calculation is similar, 
except that there are three blocks of highest defect instead of one. 
There are 25 modular irreducible characters of SL(3, 5). These are 
indexed by pairs (a, b) where a and b are restricted, i.e., 0 da, b ~4. 
Denote the character corresponding to (a, b) by Xp(a, b). Then ~~(0, 0) is 
the trivial character and xP(4,4) is the Steinberg character. 
There are 30 ordinary irreducible characters of SL(3, 5). One is the 
trivial character which we denote by 1 and one is the Steinberg character, 
St. We denote, somewhat arbitrariiy, the other 28 by the letters A-Z, AA, 
AB. 
Figure 1 shows a part of the Brauer complex. The labelling 2’ is given for 
those I = (a, b) for which 0 <a, b < 4. We have K’ = (a, b) if a-b = 
O(mod3), 1’=(b,5-a-b) if a-b=l(mod3), and I’=(5-a-b,a) if 
a-b E 2(mod 3). The diagram is inverted so that I = (0,O) is in the upper 
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right corner. This is consistent with Humphreys’ labelling of the Brauer 
complex. 
There are 30 distinct generalized characters R(C). Three of these contain 
the unipotent characters: St, 1, and A. Of the remaining 27, 21 are 
irreducible. In the 6 remaining ones, J, N, and Y are the regular characters 
while K, 0, and Z are the semi-simple ones. 
Assume that a and b are restricted. Let Uca,b) be the projective indecom- 
posable module (PIM) corresponding to ~~(a, b) and let Q,,,,, be the 
associated u - T module. It is known that the character of Q,,, b) considered 
as an SL(3, 5) module is equal to that of U,,, b) except in the following 
cases : 
u,, b) ++ Q,o. b) - Qw, b), ldb<4 
U,, 0) - Q,,, 0) - Q,,, 4)> 16a64 
u co, 01 t--t Q,o. 0) - Qw,o) - Q,o, 4) + St, 
FIG. 1. Brauer complex of SL(3,5). 
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where the arrows mean correspondence of characters. Moreover, 
e ,a, h) - St ‘J((4 - b, 4 -a)) if a+hB3, 
while 
Q (,J,++St.[S((4-h,4-a))+s((a+l,h+l))] 
when a + b < 3. Note that in the latter case we can write Q,U,hj = St. 
[$((a + 1, b + 1)) + s((u + 1, b + 1 )‘)I, where z is the affine Weyl reflection 
in a + b = 1, i.e., (a, b) + (1 -b, 1 -a). 
We can now use the theorem in Section 4 to compute decomposition 
numbers. The alcoves of type 1 with respect o 1. form a hexagonal pattern 
centered at A, while those of type z consist of the 6 outer alcoves of a star- 
shaped pattern centered at il. Thus if a + b > 3 then the character of Q,,,, h, 
FIG. 2. Decomposition of the PIM U,,, II 
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decomposes into the sum of characters in the 6 alcoves in the hexagonal 
pattern centered at a vertex J such that I’ = (4 - b, 4 -a). If a = 4 or b = 4 
then this sum is divided by 2, unless a = b = 4 when it is divided by 6. The 
latter of course gives the Steinberg character. On the other hand, if 
a + b -=z 3, then the character of Q,,, b) decomposes into the sum of charac- 
ters in the 12 alcoves in the star-shaped region centered at a vertex A such 
that A’ = (a+ 1, b + 1). We can then combine this information with the 
formulas for the decomposition of the UCu,bj to find the decomposition 
numbers. 
As an example, consider the PIM UC, ,) = QC3,, ). Since 3 + 1 = 4 > 3, we 
have that the character of Qi3, If decomposes into the characters in the 
hexagonal pattern centered at the vertex labelled (4 - I, 4 - 3) = (3, 1). 
This pattern is shown in Fig. 2. We get that U,,, ,) +-+ N+ 0 + S + AB -I- 
X+ V+ M. As another example, consider the PIM Uez,O, (see Fig. 3). 
FIG. 3. Decomposition of the PIM U,z,O,. 
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We have U iz,o)t* c&2,0)- Qt2,4). Since 2 + 0 < 3, the character of Qf2.-,, 
decomposes into the star-shaped pattern of 12 alcoves centered at 
(2+1,0+1)=(3, 1). Thus 
Qcz,o,++2N+S+AB+2X+ V+M+R+ Y-tZ+T+L. 
On the other hand, 2 -t 4 > 6 so the character of Q(r, 4j decomposes into the 
hexagonal pattern centered at (0, 2). The sum must be divided by 2 since 
(0, 2) is irregular. This gives Qi2, 4j c-f A’+ Y + AB. The result is that we get 
U,,,,c-,2N+S+X+I/+M+R+Z+T+L. 
If a + b = 3, then ;i’ = ;I’. Thus if % is a vertex such that 1’ = (a + 1, b + 1) 
then Q, can be computed using either the hexagonal pattern centered at A 
or the 6 outer alcoves of the star-shaped pattern centered at i. For exam- 
ple, consider U,, II = Q(*, i). We have ;1’ = (3,2) and so the character of 
Q(r, ,) decomposes into the sum of characters in the alcoves in the 
hexagonal pattern centered at the vertex labelled (3,2). Thus Q,,, 2J c) E + 
Ii IAJBICIDIEIFIGIHII ~J~K~L~M~N~o~P~Q~R~sIT]u~v~~x~Y~z IA~AB 
rn.o\ Ill I III lll1lil<l I I III I I I I I I 141 I I I I I I I 
FIG. 4. Decomposition matrix of X(3, 5). 
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C+ B + F+ H + I. But we can also decompose Q,,, 2J using the outer 6 
alcoves in the star-shaped pattern centered at the vertex labelled (3,2), and 
we get the same decomposition. 
The complete decomposition matrix of the principal block of X(3, 5) is 
shown in Fig. 4. The columns are labelled by the ordinary irreducible 
characters, while the rows are labelled by the weights of the modular 
irreducibles. 
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